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A gas grill including a ?re box and a cover hinged
hereto has a cradle pivotally supported in the cover and
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opened and suspended over the cooking grid when the
cover is closed. The portable grlll also has a smoker
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on the frame structure. The work surface is held in a

PORTABLE GAS GRILL ENHANCEMENTS

stored position and a working position through a novel
latch mechanism including a guide bar and a bracket

with a notch at one end.
This is a continuation of copending application Ser.
No. 07/231,778 ?led on Aug. 12, 1988; now abandoned. LII
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

DESCRIPTION
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the gas grill having
the features of the present invention incorporated
1. Technical Field
therein;
The present invention relates generally to outdoor
cooking devices and, more particularly, to portable gas 10 FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view with the
cover in the open position;
grills.
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view through the grill;
2. Background Prior Art
FIG. 4 is a view taken along line 4-4 of FIG. 2;
Portable gas grills have become increasingly popular
FIG. 5 is a view taken along line 5-5 of FIG. 2;
in recent years because of the interest in outdoor cook
FIG. 6 is an end view of the frame structure;
ing. Conventionally, portable gas grills include a burner
assembly adjacent the lower portion of a ?rebox with a

cooking grid supported along the upper edge and lava
rock located on a bed between the two. The lava rock

absorbs the heat from the burning gas and thus provides
a generally uniform heat producing means for the food 20

FIG. 7 is a view similar to FIG. 6 showing the work- _

ing surface in the upright position;
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary perspective view of one end

of the grill;
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view showing the smoker

attachment in position;
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view of the grill showing

being cooked.
Recently, a portable gas grill has been developed by
the smoker attachment positioned therein;
the assignee of the present invention which eliminates
FIG. 11 is a top view of the smoker attachment;
the need for lava rock and such grill is disclosed in US.
Pat. No. 4,677,964. The portable grill disclosed therein 25 FIGLIZ is a side view of the smoker attachment; and,
FIG. 13 is an end view of the smoker attachment.
has revolutionized the gas grill industry by eliminating
the need for the lava rock, which traditionally had to be

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
While
this
invention is susceptible of embodiment in
utilizes sear bars which are positioned between the
many
different
forms, there is shown in the drawings
30
cooking grid and the gas burners to vaporize any
and will herein be described in detail preferred embodi
greases that emanate from the food being cooked.
ments 'of the invention with the understanding that the
While the new gas grill has received a remarkable

replaced periodically. The gas grill disclosed therein

degree of consumer acceptance, manufacturers are con

present disclosure is to be considered as an exempli?ca

tion of the principles of the invention and is not in
appeal to the consumer. Thus, the present invention is 35 tended to limit the broad aspect of the invention to the
embodiments illustrated.
directed towards improvements in the gas grill dis
FIG. 1 of the drawings shows a gas barbecue grill,
closed in the above patent.
generally designated by reference numeral 10. The gas

stantly striving to improve the product to enhance its

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

barbecue grill is in many respects similar to the grill

According to the present invention, a gas grill of the 40 disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,667,964, assigned to the

type disclosed in the above-mentioned patent, incorpo
rates numerous accessories that make the grill more

pleasing to the potential customer.
More speci?cally, the portable gas grill which in

Assignee of the present invention, and incorporated
herein by reference.
The grill 10 includes a generally rectangular frame

work consisting of a pair of horizontal tubes 12 and 14
cludes a ?rebox or housing that has a cover hinged 45 that are interconnected by cross-members (not shown).
The side frame members 12 and 14 are supported
thereto and incorporates a pivoted food supporting rack

through two pairs of depending posts or legs 16 and 18
interconnected by cross member 19. The depending
pended over the cooking grid when the cover is closed
posts 16 have wheels 20, while the depending posts 18
and located totally within the con?nes of the cover
away from the cooking grid when the cover is open. 50 have universally rotatable casters 22. The frame struc
ture supports a housing 30 that de?nes a ?re chamber, as
The cradle consists of a wire rack that has pivot pins at
will be explained later. The housing 30 has a cover 32
opposite ends thereof which are received onto support
hinged by hinge 33 and has a plurality of burner tubes 34
brackets that are preferably integral with the cover.
(FIG. 9) in the lower portion thereof. Gas is supplied to
According to another aspect of the present invention,
the gas grill has a sear bar assembly positioned between 55 the burner tubes 34 from a tank T through suitable
conduits and valves (not shown), which are controlled
the gas burners in the lower section and the cooking
by control knobs 36. A side burner 38 is supported on
grid with a smoker attachment adapted to be supported

or cradle that is positioned within the cover to be sus

on the sear bar assembly. The smoker attachment in

the frame members 12 and 14. The side burner 38 is

constructed in accordance with the teachings of a co
cludes a generally rectangular housing that is closed at
its bottom and has depending legs or plates extending 60 pending application Ser. No. 231,499, ?led Aug. 12,
1988.
from opposite edges of the bottom which have aper
tures that receive at least a plurality of sear bars to

position the smoker attachment within the ?re chamber.

According to one aspect of the invention, the entire

area between the front and rear posts 16 and 18 is com

The smoker attachment also has a cover hinged to an

pletely enclosed. Thus, a closure member 40 extends

The portable grill has a frame structure which sup
ports the ?rebox and cover with a work surface pivoted

cross-member 19. Likewise, an enclosure 42 encloses
the space between the front posts or legs 18, while a

upper edge thereof and a water tray is suspended under 65 between the rear posts 16 and 18 to completely enclose
the area between the upper cross member 14 and lower
the cover by one edge of the housing.
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plate 44 encloses the rear area between the posts 16. The

bottom of the enclosure between the post 19 has a plu
rality of slats 46 which are spaced from each other to
allow air ?ow into the enclosed area during cooking.
The front of the enclosed area is enclosed by three

pivoted doors 50. The doors are preferably of the type
that can be installed and removed by merely manipulat

ing the door assembly, which is preferably formed of
glass. Thus, the door assembly has a hinged axis de?ned
by a lower ?xed hinge pin received into a bracket hav
ing an aperture, while an upper pin is spring-biased

outwardly and is received into a ?xed bracket. Thus,
the door can be installed by inserting the upper pin in
the top bracket and forcing the door up to clear the
lower bracket and the lower pin can then be dropped
into the lower bracket. Preferably, each door has a

locking clip 52 associated therewith.

4

supported thereon is subjected to the lower heat in the
upper portion of the cover.
According to another aspect of the present invention,
each of the work supporting surfaces 54 is supported in
a unique manner to be easily accessible and readily
moved to the stored position. As illustrated in FIGS.
6-8, each work supporting surface consists of a plurality
of slats 80 that are interconnected at opposite ends by

generally Z-shaped brackets 82. The work supporting
surfaces or shelves 54 are pivotally connected to brack
ets 84 depending from member 12 through pins 86.
A support rod 88 is pivotally supported at one end on
a bracket 90 secured to the bottom surface of the shelf
54 and has a bracket 92 secured to the opposite end. The
bracket 92 surrounds a support or guide bar 94 that
extends between posts 18. The guide bar 94 has a notch
96 at one end which is adapted to receive the bracket 92

and lock the work supporting surface 54in the working
The gas grill 10 also has a pair of work-supporting
or horizontal position illustrated in FIG. 7. Two such
surfaces 54 located at opposite ends thereof and pivot
ally supported on the frame member 12, as will be de 20 notches are provided so that the bar can be mounted
scribed later. As disclosed in the above patent, the gas
grill has ?rst and second sets of sear bar grids 56 above

the burner tubes 34 and below the cooking grid 57

(FIG. 3).

interchangeably.

In order to move the working supporting surface to

the stored position illustrated in FIG. 6, it is only neces
sary to lift the board slightly and at the same time pro

Most grills of this type have a warming section lo 25 vide a clockwise pivotal force onto the rod 88 which
will lift the bracket 92 out of the notch 96 and allow the
cated somewhere above the cooking grid which sup
shelf
to be lowered to the position illustrated in FIG. 6.
ports the food. conventionally, the warming section
During this movement, the bracket 92 slides along
consists of a wire rack that is supported adjacent the
guide bars 94.
area of the hinge between the housing and the cover on
the rear portion of the grill. While such an arrangement

provides the necessary function of keeping food or the
products warm while not subjecting them to the direct

heat that is directed to the cooking grid, several prob

According to one further aspect of the invention, a

novel serving tray 100 has been developed which is
incorporated into the grill 10 and forms a functional
part thereof. The serving tray 100 is illustrated in FIG.

8 and includes a central portion 102 having L-shaped
lems are apparent. One of the problems is that the wire 35
offset end portions 104 with gripping means 106
rack partially obstructs access to the cooking grid adja
thereon.

cent the rear portion of the grill. Thus, when the entire
cooking surface is required, it is customary to remove
the warming grid temporarily which means it must be
stored at some readily accessible place.
According to one aspect of the present invention, a

unique warming device has been developed which auto
matically is moved from above the cooking grid when
the cover is moved to the open position. Thus, as illus

trated in FIGS. 2-5, the grill incorporates a cradle that
is pivotally supported in the cover. As illustrated in
FIGS. 2 and 3, the warming grid consists of a cradle 60
that includes a plurality of spaced wires 62 that are
interconnected by transversely spaced cross wires 64. A
pivot mechanism consisting of a wire 66 is located at
each end and has a perpendicular offset portion 68 that
is pivotally supported on a bracket 70. The ?rst bracket
at one end of the cover has a circular opening 72 which
receives one pin 68 while the second bracket 70 has an

The central portion 102 is con?gured so as to be
receivable between the front and rear support members
12 and 14 so that the tray is suspended on the members

12 and 14 by the end portions 104. Thus, the tray can

easily be removed simply by gripping the handle por
tions 106. If desired, a work supporting surface, such as

the work supporting surface 54, may also be suspended
on the cross members 12 and 14 below the serving tray
100.

The grill also incorporates igniter means for initially
igniting the gas ?owing into the tubes 34. The igniter
means consists of an electrode assembly of the type
disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,302,181, assigned to the
Assignee of the present invention, which is controlled

by a pushbutton 112 (FIG. 1).
According to another aspect of the present invention,
the barbecue grill also incorporates a smoker attach
ment for providing the desired ?avor to the food that is

elongated slot 74 which receives the other pin 68 at the 55 being cooked. For example, it is well known that in
opposite end. The brackets or support means 70 are
preferably cast as embossments with the end pieces of
the cover and the slot 74 is positioned such that the slot

opens upwardly and away from the housing 30.
Thus, the wire rack or cradle can easily be assembled

merely by insertion of one pin 68 into the opening 72
and then sliding the other pin 68 into the slot 74. The
brackets 70 are positioned such that the wire rack or

many instances certain flavors may be desirable to en
hance the taste of the food products. For example,
many times hickory chips are utilized for producing
smoke that will add to the flavor of the food. In addi
tion, many times it is desirable to add moisture to the

cooking environment to prevent the food from being
dried out during the cooking process. When large items,

such as turkeys, are being cooked, it is desirable to keep
a somewhat moist environment within the grill.
cover when the cover is in the open position illustrated 65
As illustrated in FIGS. 9-13, the smoker attachment
in FIG. 2. When the cover is moved to the closed posi
is generally indicated by reference numeral 200 and is
tion illustrated in FIG. 3, the cradle or wire rack 60 is
preferably supported in a ?xed position above the
suspended over the cooking grid 57 so that the food
burner tubes with the top edge generally aligned with

cradle is located entirely within the con?nes of the
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the cooking grid 57. The details of the smoker attach
ment are illustrated in FIGS. 11-13. As shown therein, -

the smoker attachment 200 consists of a generally rect

angular hollow housing de?ned by ?rst and second
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having an outwardly-extending portion at each end for
cooperating with said support means.
2. The combination as de?ned in claim 1, in which
said support means includes bracket means on opposite
end walls of said cover.

spaced side walls 202 and 204 and end walls 206 and
208. Preferably the end walls 206 and 208 are formed

3. The combination as de?ned in claim 2, in which
said bracket means includes ?rst and second brackets

integral with the wall 202 which has reinforcing ribs
210 formed integral therewith. The bottom of the hous
ing is preferably partially enclosed with a ?rst plate 212

supported on respective end walls with said ?rst‘

bracket having an opening for receiving one pin means
that is integral with the lower edge of the wall 202 and
and said second bracket having an elongated upwardly
a second plate 213 integral with the wall 204. The plates 10 opening slot so that said cradle can be inserted in said
de?ne an elongated slot S. An apertured plate 214 is
cover by manipulation thereof.
secured into the position illustrated in FIG. 12 by tabs
4. In combination with a grill having a generally
216.
rectangular ?rebox with a cover hinged thereto, the
The walls 202 and 204 have integral depending exten
improvement of a cradle support on said cover by sup
sions 220 and 222 which de?ne support means for the
port means, said cradle including an upwardly-project
smoker within the grill. The extensions or plates 220
ing pivot pin having an outwardly-extending portion at
and 222 have at least a pair of triangular shaped open
each end for cooperating with said support means, said
ings 224 which correspond in dimension to the inverted
support means being positioned so that said cradle is
V-shaped sear bars that de?ne the sear grid 56. Thus,
located totally within the con?nes of the cover when
the housing can readily be supported in the proper
said cover is in an open position and is totally suspended
position merely by inserting two of the sear bars
by said cover over said ?rebox when said cover is in a
through the aligned openings 224 and positioning the
closed position, said ?rebox having a lower section for
sear bars to the position illustrated in FIG. 9. It should
generating heat with a cooking grid adjacent an upper
also be noted that the plate 222 tapers away from the
edge thereof and a sear grid assembly between said
plate 220 so as to de?ne a channel for directing heat
lower section and said cooking grid, further including a
25
from the gas burners through the apertures 214.
smoker attachment supported on said sear grid assem
The smoker attachment also has a cover 230 which is

bly and extending upwardly therefrom.

pivotally supported by pivot pins 232 on the upper edge

5. The combination as de?ned in claim 4, in which

of the housing. In addition, a water tray 234 has an

said smoker attachment includes a housing de?ning a
chamber closed at its bottom and having an open top
closed by a cover with said bottom having apertures to
allow heat to flow into said chamber.

outwardly directed ?ange 236 which is con?gured to be
received over the upper edge of the wall 204 so that the

tray is suspended in the position, illustrated in FIG. 13.

Preferably, the wall 204 has a cut-out portion 238 so
6. The combination as de?ned in claim 5, in which
that the lip 236 is located below the edge of the cover
said
housing is generally rectangular and said cover is
and de?nes a small space therebetween that allows for
smoke to emanate from the unit. It should also be noted 35 hinged to one upper edge of said housing.
7. The combination as de?ned in claim 6, further
that the plate 222 tapers away from the plate 220 so as
including a water tray supported on an upper edge
to de?ne a channel for directing heat from the gas burn
opposite said one upper edge.
ers through the apertures 214.
8. The combination as de?ned in claim 7, in which
In use, suitable smoke producing particles, such as
said smoker attachment has plates extending below said
wood chips or chunks, are introduced into the smoker
40

bottom supported by said sear grid assembly, said plates
extending from opposite edges of said bottom to chan
nel heat through said apertures.

onto the apertured plate 214 and the heat received

through the aperture plate 214 is suf?cient to ignite the
particles and produce smoke. The narrow slot S pre
vents suf?cient oxygen from entering the housing to
prevent ignition of the wood. When the moisture con

9. In a barbecue grill including a lower, generally

rectangular housing having a generally rectangular
cooking grid with side edges thereon supported adja

tent is required, the water tray may be inserted as shown 45
cent an upper open edge and a cover hinged thereto
and an adequate amount of water placed into the tray
along one upper edge and movable between open and
which will be evaporated from the heat ?owing

closed positions, support means on opposite end walls

through the aperture plate 214 and produce steam. The
smoke will flow through the narrow slot above the lip

of said cover and a cradle pivotally supported on said

of the tray and will absorb steam and will then create a 50 support means, said cradle including an upwardly

projecting pivot pin having an outwardly~extending

layer of smoke adjacent the cooking grid.

portion at each end for cooperating with said support
means, said support means being positioned such that
said cradle is located totally within the con?nes of said

While the speci?c embodiments have been illustrated
and described, numerous modi?cations come to mind

without signi?cantly departing from the spirit of the
invention and the scope of protection is only limited by
the scope of the accompanying Claims.
We claim:
1. In combination with a grill having a ?rebox with a

cooking grid with side edges thereon disposed therein
and a cover hinged thereto, the improvement of a cra
dle supported on said cover by support means with said
support means being positioned so that said cradle is
located totally within the con?nes of the cover and
disposed above and to the side of one said side edge of

55

cover and is located above and to the side of one said

side edge of said cooking grid when the cover is open
and is suspended above and over a portion of said cook
ing grid when said cover is closed.
10. A barbecue grill as de?ned in claim 9, including a
frame structure supporting said housing and having a
working surface pivotally supported thereon between a
vertical stored position and a horizontal working posi
tion, and support means including a support rod pivoted
on said working surface and having a guide bracket at

an opposite end and a guide bar on said frame structure,
said cooking grid when said cover is in an open position
and is totally suspended by said cover over said ?rebox 65 said guide bar having a notch receiving said guide
bracket to lock said working surface in said horizontal
and disposed above and over a portion of said cooking
working position.
cooking grid when said cover is in a closed position,

said cradle including an upwardly-projecting pivot pin
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